LISA KAY SOLOMON

NATIONALITY / COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: USA

BIO: Educator, civic entrepreneur, author, and Designer-in-Residence at the Stanford d.school, where she incubates experiential courses and programs on futures-centered design and leadership for an increasingly complex world.

IDEAS: ‘The future doesn’t have to be something that happens to us.’ Lisa designs environments, experiences, and classes to help people expand their futures, adapt to complexities, and build civic fellowship. Her work blends imagination with possibility, building the capacity to take the long view when today’s problems seem overwhelming.

CONTENT: Moments of Impact (with Chris Ertel, 2014); Design A Better Business (with Patrick van de Pijl and Justin Lokitz, 2016); ‘Vote by Design’ and ‘#AllVoteNoPlay.org’ (projects); ‘New View EDU’ (podcast); ‘The Future Series’; courses: ‘Inventing the Future’, ‘Leading Like a Futurist’ and ‘Redesigning How We Work for 2021’.

WEBSITE: lisakaysolomon.com

SOCIAL MEDIA: LinkedIn | @LisaKaySolomon